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t1v Sweetheart's Eves. 
Mid the Heavens at darkest night, 
A thousand suns do shine ; 
Each centre of a system bright, 
Perhaps more vast than mine. 
Yet all these rolling orbs of fire 
That shine forth with their might, 
While brightening up the darkness dire 
To me give little light. 
One orb, one sun removes the blight 
Of darkness from my soul, 
Affording me the ·steady light 
Which helps me to my goal. 
That orb, that sun belongs to me ; 
Is nearest of them all ; 
Gives life to man and beast and tree 
That happens in its thrall. 
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Likewise is there for me on earth 
But one pair shining eyes ; 
Within the wealth of their full worth 
My spirit ever lies. 
There are other eyes which round me shine, 
All colors, soft and bright ; 
Their flashing glances I decline 
And turn to mine for light. 
Like a beacon to the mariner, 
They save me from the shoals, 
And are the suns which light so clear 
My pathway to life'.s goals. 
From out the power of those sweet eyes 
I do not care to roam ; 
But will remain by my sweet prize 
Till I am gathered home. 
Little Frisl~. 
BRINNE, 
SOMETIME ago, while hastening down the street to fulfil , an important engagement, I heard a window raised just 
above me and a sweet feminine voice exclaim in hurried 
tones, "Frisk! you Frisk! come back here this minute, sir ! 
don't you hear, come back, sir!" and then a moment later in 
tones of distress, "I declare that's the worst little dog I ever 
saw; he'll certainly get lost if he goes on the streets." 
Hearing all this rumpus just above me, naturally I looked 
first towards the window at the fair one in distress, next down 
the street; and at the second glance the situation was clear. 
A little white terrier had escaped from the house and was 
greatly enjoying his liberty, though very much at the expense 
of his pretty mistress, who was leaning far out of the window 
and following him with agonized looks. 
Now here's where the writer became mixed up with the 
story : Frisk's mistress happened to catch my glance, and 
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~here ~ust have been an expression of sympathy portrayed in 
1t, which gave her hope, for instantly she addressed me be-
seechingly, "Won't you please sir drive Frisk home if you go 
anywhere near him, but please don't storm at him, for he's a 
very sensitive little fellow." What else could a man do but 
break his neck after Frisk-especially when his owner was 
young and so pretty and in such distress ? 
There is an old saying which advises us to" look before you 
leap," but no time was now given me f'or thinking of old saws. 
If a man has ever tried to drive a strange little dog home-and 
that, too, without being harsh to him, and when that little dog 
is enjoying an unwonted degree of liberty, having every street, 
corner, alley, and doorway open to him-that man has seen 
trouble. 
Not thinking of all these things, however, and only conscious 
that her eyes were anxiously following me, off I started after 
Frisk, who was by this time half a square _ahead. I be~an to 
whistle, but of course Frisk paid no attention to me, so mtent 
was he upon his voyage of disco~ery, an~ "'.hen he had come 
to the first corner, after pausing m meditation a few seconds, 
off he ran down the cross street. As soon as I turned the 
corner I began to run after him, but to my dismay, when I 
had almost overtaken him, he too began to run and soon 
turned the next corner, all the while going farther and farther 
from his home. 
In the middle of this square my troubles thickened. Across 
the street was a stout middle-aged lady, and behind her walked 
an immense mastift, carrying in his mouth a roll of paper 
which she had given him. Frisk trotted over to the mastiff, 
and he immediately dropped the papers and together they 
formed a mutual admiration society, the terrier admiring the 
masti:f! for his great size, the mastiff admiring the terrier for 
his lack of size. Presently the lady turned around and seeing 
that her dog had dropped his bundle, she called out '' Bruno 
. k , , 
pie that up, sir! pick it up, I say ! " Ilut Bruno didn't pick. 
She then came up to them, struck at Frisk with her umbrella 
and talked to Bruno until he obeyed her, after which the; 
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110-ain started down the street, but with little Frisk right at 
their heels. In a few moments Bruno again dropped his 
parcel, and again the M. A. S. was called to order. This time 
the lady, turning, happened to see me across the way, with an 
amused expression on my face, and she immediately :ftusbecl 
up. I suppose she was angry because I bad seen the lack of 
authority she had over her dog and because my dog was the 
cause of it. Anyhow she said, very icily, "Sir, will you be so 
good as to call your dog ? " Of course I couldn't explain the 
circumstances, but whistle and call as I would Frisk paid no 
attention. Finally her ladyship came back and struck Frisk 
real hard, saying at the same time, "You nasty little beast! 
if that man hasn't any control over you, he should not take 
you on the street; take that for better manners! " I didn't 
say anything, but thought that manners might apply to people 
as well as to dogs. 
Frisk sent up a terrible howl and ran around the next corner 
as only a dog can run, and his pursuer was in no angelic frame 
of mind, for he was thinking of his engagement; he knew not 
how far the " nasty little beast" might go; he bad been asked 
not to use harsh language to Frisk, and had already suffered 
one indignity on his account; above all things, it was a very 
sultry afternoon, and he wore a high collar. 
Nevertheless Frisk didn't seem to appreciate these things, 
but kept in a steady trot, pausing now and then to nose into 
something that happened to strike his dog's fancy. Fina11y, 
after following him for four more squares (for I didn't like to 
drop the pursuit, having once started), I saw him run up a 
short filght of steps and into a house, the doors of which 
opened almost on the street. " ow's my chance," thought I, 
and followed him quickly. To my surprise both doors were 
wide open, and looking in I saw Frisk just going into a room 
on the right. Everything was quiet, and not seeing or hearing 
anyone, it occurred to me to slip into that room, catch Frisk, 
and out again without di turbing the household. No BOOner 
thought than done, into the hall I tipped, bot when I came 
to the threshold I suddenly stopped, because there, with 
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her back half turned to me, stood a tall young lady, gracefully 
posing before a long mirror. Catching a glimpse in the 
mirror of some one moving, she wheeled around, and, partly 
from confusion at being thus caught, · partly from fright at 
being so close to a strange man, she screamed and then did 
the most natural thing in the world-fainted. Of course I 
went instantly to her rescue and caught her as she was falling, 
but alas for me, her scream seemed to have awakened the 
whole house, for in a moment her sister, mother, brother, and 
father rushed into the room. The old man seeing his daughter 
thus held fainting in the arms of an entire stranger, called to 
his son and together they grabbed me; the old lady ran to the 
'phone and sent for the patrol-wagon, while the little sister fell 
to beating Frisk. In a few moments the mother administered 
re toratives to her daughter and soon revived her; and, while 
the young lady was coming to, I endeavored to explain, and after 
ome little trouble did so satisfactorily. But about this time 
the patrol rattled up and a second explanation bad to be given. 
The family forgave me, and we began to look for Frisk, the 
cause of all our trouble; we soon found him crouching, shak-
ing under a sofa. I lost no time in dragging him out, and, 
after many more humble apologies, I started triumphautly 
homeward with Frisk tucked safely under my arm. 
Arrived at our destination I rang the bell and it was an-
wered by the fair one herself , who seemed overjoyed to 1ee 
us-o r rather Frisk-and the radiance on her face was enough 
to pay me for all my trouble . She thanked me and invited 
me to call. I replied by handing her a card and _saying that 
notbina could give me more pleasure. 
By way of finishing the story, let me say that I did call, and, 
after a time, called often. After I had known her some time 
I told her of the troubles Frisk had caused me, and it might 
be true to say, " be loved me for the troubles I bad passed, I 
loved her that she did pity them. " B. L. 
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Struggles for Religious Libertv in Virqlnia. 
" Blessed arre tlwy wliich are pe:raecuted for 1-igliteousness' sake." 
---,-HE _annals of Virginia are thrilling records of struggles and 
tnumphs. For the student of modern history, Virginia's 
institutions and monuments., her mountains and valleys 
furnish fields of investigation second to none, both in resource 
and attractiveness. Eminent historians have chronicled the 
physical sufferings and civil oppressions of her settlers from 
1607 to 1865; inspired pens have described the exploits and 
achievements of her soldiers and statesmen; while almost 
every landmark, if endowed with the power of speech, could 
teitify to the fortitude and heroism of the host of unknown. 
It is not strange, then, that every American boasts, and every 
historian commends, the brilliant record of the mother State, 
But whila we delight in the many evidences of her civil great-
ness already recorded, yet until recently one fundamental 
and pervasive factor in Virginia 's history has received almost 
no attention. I refer to her efforts to establish perfect religious 
freedom. 
To attempt to write a history of Germany without mention 
of the Reformation is not more futile than to attempt to write 
a. history of Virginia without an adequate narration of the 
long and heroic struggles leading to religious liberty. The 
reason why this portion of Virginia's history has been neg-
lected is not entirely obscure. Religion is of the heart, rather 
than of the body; of the unseen rather than of the seen. 
The State may be termed a body, the Church its soul. It is 
only natural, then, that the conflicts, reverses, and triumphs of 
the Church, though in many cases bearing upon and influencing 
civil decisions, should attract far less attention than those of the 
State. If we could write a history of Virginia which recorded 
faithfully the motives, the desires, the thoughts, and doctrines 
of her people, as well as the external manifestations of these 
attributes, then might we boast a history more complete and 
more valuable than any ever yet produced. The status of a 
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nation's religion is the thermometer by which that nation's 
civilization may be registered, and the yearly records of a 
nation' s advancement in religious deeds and doctrines are the 
mile-stones that mark its progress in culture, refinement, and 
cosmical conceptions. · 
It is the purpose of this paper to narrate, within its brief 
province, some of the early persecutions of the Church in Vir-
ginia and her struggles for liberty of conscience and action. 
As the daughter of England, Virginia inherited her customs, 
her language, her laws. She was founded upon the principles 
of mother England, and thus became heir to the mistaken 
connection of Church and State. The government in Virginia 
was instructed to be administered " as near to the common 
laws of England and the equity thereof as may be," and in regard 
to religious matters, to provide that " the service of God and 
the Christian faith be preached, planted, and used according to 
the doctrines and religion now professed and established within 
our realm of England. "* And thus the mother country com-
mitted herself to an erroneous doctrine by making religion a 
thing of law rather than of conscience. She provided for a 
series of persecutions bitter almost unto death, and yet only 
severe enough to bring out the perfection of Virginia heroism ; 
only dark enough to make the dawn of religious freedom a 
more typical symbol of the time when conflicts and oppression 
shall yield to the day of eternal sunshine. 
Every charter granted to the colony stipulated that the 
Church of England should be established, and ordered pun-
ishment to be inflicted upon those who obeyed not its doctrine s. 
The Assembly, among its first acts, provided (1) for the erec-
tion of houses of worship; (2) for the imposition of penalties 
upon those who absented themselves from divine service; (3) 
for conformity to the canons of England; (4) for the pay-
ment of the salaries of ministers; (5) for the punishment of 
ministers unfaithful to the duties of their churches. t 
Acts II. to XIV., inclusive, of the General Assembly for 
• Instruction1 for the Colonies of Virginia. 
t A.ct• of the ANembly, I. , ll., III., V., VIL 
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1631-'32 convey the distinct idea that the religious conduct of 
citizens must be regulated by law rather than by conscience ; 
that the minister is a public officer and responsible to the State 
for the right discharge of his duties. It is not to be wondered 
that a people who regarded religion as a thing of the heart, 
and in the exercise of religion considered the Scriptures their 
only law-book, should rebel against such judicial declarations. 
"There is no form of tyranny so revolting to the feelings of 
human nature as that which is exercised over the mind of man; 
and no species of mental tyranny so odious as that which seeks 
to enslave the conscience in matters of religion." If the faith 
once delivered unto the saints was of the heart, we are not dis-
appointed when, in later years, legislative halls and statute-
books were found inadequate to contain and unable to direct 
it. Long ages before denominationalism had been conceived 
the Apostle had declared that " God is a spirit, and they that 
worship him must worship him in spirit and in truth ." This 
bit of leaven had been working nearly sixteen centuries, and 
its effects were becoming quite manifest. The conflict of 
Church and State in Virginia was not a new one in history. 
America was only the soil to receive the transplanted vine. 
Virginia did not originate the problem, but through the per_ 
sistent efforts of consciencious citizens and liberty-loving 
statesmen Virginia brought the problem to a happy solution. 
To say that liberty of conscience and action was granted as 
the result of efforts put forth by any one denomination would 
be unjust, and yet conservative historians do not hesitate to 
declare the Baptists to have instigated and (materially aided by 
the Presbyterians) persistently advocated the movements for 
religious freedom. At the earliest appearance of the Baptists 
in Virginia they were considered by those in authority as far 
beneath their notice. In some places, however, their preaching 
moved so mightily upon the hearts of men as to confound their 
antagonists, who sought diligently for means to intercept 
them. * The intense earnestness and partial successes of the 
Baptists ,mcouraged others to take part in the movement. 
*Beale's Semple, 28 seq. 
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Ministers of the Gospel had been frequently arrested and called 
upon to answer the charge of "disturbing the peace." The 
first trials and imprisonments recorded are those of John 
Waller, Lewis Craig, and James Childs, in the county of Spot-
sylvania, June 4, 1768. Here and now were begun perse-
cutions which no pen can describe, no churchman defend, no 
historian deny. 
Realizing the inconsistency, under then existing laws, of 
imposing trials and inflicting punishments upon so-called "dis-
senters," it was enacted in 1662, that "whereas many schis-
matical persons, out of their averseness to the orthodox 
established religion, or out of the new-fangled conceits of their 
own heretical inventions, refuse to have their children baptized; 
be it therefore enacted, that all persons that, in the contempt 
of the divine sacrament of baptism, shall refuse, when they 
may carry their child to a lawful minister in that county, to 
have them baptized, shall be amerced two thousand pounds of 
tobacco-half to the informer and half to the public."* This 
act was the opening wedge for tyrannies as unjust as 
they were severe, and almost as cruel as the mind of man 
could devise. Men and women were fined for not attending 
church; members of the House of Burgesses were expelled 
for their religious opinions; ministers were arrested and im-
prisoned-some being insulted and whipped, while others were 
incarcerated-for "preaching the Gospel in other manner than 
according to the Liturgy of the Church of England."t In 
Culpeper James Ireland was arrested and subjected to grievous 
insults by the officers of the law. · Subsequently Saunders, 
Craig, Maxwell, and others were imprisoned in the same 
county. The old jail wherein these Pauline imitators were 
launched was torn down some years since, but the lock and 
key are now exhibited as .valuable relics in the museum of 
Richmond College. The county records of Spotsylvania, 
Orange, Caroline, Fauquier, Chesterfield, and Lunenburg also 
testify to the unjust persecutions of an innocent people, while 
the jails in many sections of the Old Dominion have been 
•Law1 of Virginia, II ., 166. t Curry's Struggles and Triumphs, S:S--6. 
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made to echo and re-echo with the eloquent preaching of a 
dauntless ministry. 
The increasing enmity towards England immediately pre-
ceding the Revolution and the civil differences then pending 
seem to have been favorable circumstances for those endeav-
oring to throw off the yoke of religious as well as civil oppres-
sion. The cause of the " dissenters" was strengthened by the 
inconsistency of the clergy and the growing dissatisfaction 
of the people with State control of religious duties. The 
first effort of the " dissenters " to throw off the shackles of 
tyranny was made to secure liberty of preaching. After re-
peated endeavors they secured finally, by the kind assistance 
of Patrick Henry, the license of certain places. Petitions were 
sent by the Baptists to the General Assembly in 1775, that the 
Establishment should be abolished, and that they might have 
the privilege of preaching to the army.* The second request 
was granted and marked the first step towards religious 
freedom. Flushed with the success of this movement, they 
were emboldened to make yet greater attempts, not only to 
secure a general license, but to entirely overthrow the Estab- . 
lishment-the recognized source of all their oppression. 
It is a matter of just pride for the churches of Virginia that 
at this opportune time the sympathies and eloquence of some 
of the Commonwealth's ablest statesmen were enlisted in their 
behalf. Lovers of civil liberty hold in devoted remembrance 
the names of Henry, Madison, and Jefferson because of their 
services to the State; lovers of soul liberty honor them also 
for their efforts in behalf of the Church. It cannot be doubted 
that these men were staunch advocates of the separation of 
Church and State, and that their influences were used-to this 
end. In the earliest production of his pen now extant, Patrick 
Henry declares that " much learning hath been displayed to 
show the necessity of establishing one church in England, but 
these reasonings do not reach the case of this colony."t Madi-
son closes one of his letters to a personal friend with . this 
appeal: " So I must beg you to pity me and pray for liberty of 
"Hou •e Journal, 17. t Henry' • Henry, I., 113. 
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conscience to all."* And J efierson becomes author of the 
immortal statute of Virginia declaring that · " all men shall be 
free to profess, and by argument to maintain, their opinions in 
matters of religion, and the same shall in nowise diminish, 
enlarge, or affect their 'civil capacities." t 
In 1776 the attention of the Assembly was drawn to numer-
ous petitions from many sections praying for equal religious 
freedom to all. These reports were referred to a special com-
mittee of seventeen, which, " after desperate contests, brought 
in a resolution advocating freedom of religious opinion and 
worship, exempting dissenters from all levies, taxes, and im-
positions whatever for the support of the Established Church."t 
This bill, however, reserved for future determination the ques-
tion of a general assessment for the support of religious 
teachers of the various denominations, and advocated the sus-
pension only of acts providing for the salaries of ministers. 
This suspension was debated from session to session until 1779, 
when there was a definite repeal of all laws providing for the 
salaries of ministers. 
Dr. Hawks, the historian of the Establishment, and the 
bitter antagonist of the " dissenters " on all occasions, says 
that" now the question was settled against the system of a 
general assessment, and the Establishment was finally put 
down."§ The incidental issues leading to perfect religious 
freedom were pressed in the General Assembly with unwavering 
interest until 1785, when, although the main pri~ciples of the 
bill had been enacted before, the bill in toto for establish-
ing religious freedom became a law. The galling yoke of 
oppression was thus lifted entirely from the necks of a pro-
gressive and conscientious people; the" hill of difficulty" had 
given way to paths of pleasantness and peace, and once again 
was fulfilled the Messianic prophecy, "Ye shall know the 
truth, and the truth shall make you free." J. J. H. 
*Life and Times of Madison, I., 44. .t Beale's Semple, 505. 
t House Journal of 1776, p. 62. e Life and Times of Madison, 'I., 174, 
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A Simple Inscription. 
IN childhood I wandered frequently in the woods on the out-skirts of the little town in which I was raised, and when the weather was fine spent many hours in the unkept cem-
etery, where some two generations ago the villagers, as they had one by one laid down the burden of life were buried, and 
around whose graves the children of many families had played. These graves, though now sadly neglected, had been care-fully marked with rather handsome stones, bearing in many in-stances, besides the regular inscriptions, :flattering epitaphs. From early childhood I had been accustomed to read and re-
read these, many of which had been so disfigured that it re-quired much work and sometimes more skill than I had to 
make intelligible the scattering words. However, by the time I was fifteen I had become familiar with the greater part of them, and consequently knew quite a good deal about the lives of those who were now sleeping quietly beneath the unkept 
sod, and whose dirge for many years had been the untiring 
sough of the pines. 
The inscription that interested me most I found upon an arch 
of stone which had formerly united the tombstones of two graves placed side by side, but had been broken off and seem-ingly for years had lain between the graves almost covered 
with turf and moss. 
Upon the tombstones proper I found the following: On the 
one, "Robert Forrest, born July 3, 1790, died December 24, 1848;" and on the other, "Rachel Armitage, born Septemb~r 26 1792 died January 2, 1852." On the stone arch was th1e 
' ' F. d " simple line, " Friends ? Yes, more than rien s. . As soon as I found this line I became very much rnterested. That their names signified no relationship between them; th~t their graves were thus joined together; and more th~n all, this 
strange inscription-what did it all mean? Many times I had asked father and mother for a solution of the mystery, but 
neither they nor any of the neighbors could tell me what I 
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wanted to know, and so for several years I could simply allow 
my imagination to frame solutions, none of which however 
satisfied me. 
Even after I was grown and had left the paternal roof, I 
never went back home without going for a short time to this 
favorite haunt of my childhood; and there, upon the ground 
made sacred by the ashes of many generations, I held commun-
ion with the spirit of quiet and absolute content which ruled, 
and as I listened to the gentle murmur of the brook and the 
soft cooing of the dove in the tree overhead, it came to me as 
if by inspiration that here must brood the spirits of noble dead. 
This grew upon me, and the desire to know the full meaning 
of the simple inscription became intense. 
Three years ago I began visiting the Soldiers' Home in Rich-
mond, and spent many hours hearing those for whom war was 
not a mere fancy, but the sternest reality, tell of their exploits 
in battle, and frequently I prevailed on some of them to talk 
about their home life before they had heard the rattle of mus-
ketry and the roar of cannon. 
During these visits I learned that among the veterans was a 
man named Forrest, and at once sought an opportunity to talk 
to him, for I thought it possible that he could help me :find out 
what I wanted to know. I can never forget the first time I 
saw him. He was one of the oldest comrades in the Home, but 
as he walked back and forth under the shade trees his step was 
firm and his carriage erect. 
One of the inmates with whom I was familiar introduced me 
to him, and as he took my hand his searching and yet kindly 
steel-gray eyes lighted when he said, "You were raised in 
S-, I believe; so was I." My heart gave a great bound, 
for I now felt that I had found some one who knew the people 
in whom I had become so much interested, and was probably 
related to the Robert Forrest who had died many years ago. 
I told him that I was raised in S---, and that for many 
years I had sought in vain for some one who could tell me 
about the people that bad lived there in the thirti es. I told 
him of my walks in the woods round about the town, and of 
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the unkept cemetery, and especially ~bou~ t~e two tombstones 
and the broken arch with its simple mscription. Before I had :finished I noticed that his expression had be-
come as tender as a woman's, and soon his eyes were be-dimmed with tears which gathered slowly and made their way down his wrinkled cheeks, as he said, "Yes, Robert was my 
only brother and Rachel the noblest woman that God ever 
' I' made." "Tell me all about them," I begged, "for years ve 
wondered why they were burjed together, and what the in-
scription on the arch means." 
He did not speak again for some time, but seemed almost 
overwhelmed by the :flood of memories which I had awakened, 
and I reproached myself that I had caused him so much pain. Finally, calming himself as much as possible, he said, "It is 
sacred ground, and I feel almost that I profane their love to 
speak of it to a stranger even after so many years, but since as 
a child you became interested in them and still desire to know their history, perhaps I do no wrong to tell you." 
"Robert was much older than I, a manly, intelligent fellow 
with a loving and tender heart. He and Rachel Armitage played together as children, nor were they ever happy when 
separated, this being infrequent, inasmuch as our home was just across the road from the Armitage home. At the village 
school they were desk-mates, used the same books, divided 
sweetmeats, and went to and from school together, all in such 
a natural way that no one seemed to notice it. Early in life they formed tastes for the same kind of reading, and by the time they were old enough to · be sent from home to school, they bad become familiar with what was best in the most care-fully selected libraries in the village. 
" This going away to school separated them for the :first time, 
and had it not been that they were fully determined to prepare themselves for the work that they bad chosen, the parting 
would have given both of them pain, but as it was, on the day 
set for leaving, their hearts were glad that fortune had been so kind as to give them this opportunity for making their lives broader and worth more to the world. 
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"He entered the University of Virginia for an academic 
course preparatory to a course in medicine, while she went 
North to :fit herself for the work of a trained nurse. 
"They were at school six years, and during this time their 
corrtispondence was regular and thoroughly helpful to both. 
I think you will agree with me when I read you a note from 
Rob. to her and one she sent him," and the old man drew 
from his note-book two yellow slips of paper, handling them 
very carefully, "these I found among their papers years after 
they had passed to the fair beyond." 
Here is what he read me: 
DEAR RAcHEL,-Somehow you give me strength to do my work better. 
To think of your strong and yet tender nature makes me a. better man. 
It's a kind hand that has ca.st our lots together for so many yea.rs, and I am 
glad that now, although many miles separate us, our aims and sympathies 
are still one. I feel the influence of your life in every hour of mine. I 
look forward with unspeakable pleasure to the time when our work will be 
broader, and yet I am content to spend these years in careful preparation. 
Sincerely, ROB. 
I looked over his shoulder as he read the next, which was 
written in a clear, running hand; it was as follows: 
DEAR RoBERT,-My life is full of sunshine, and I know that it is because 
I always feel sure that you care for me. I am sure, that the world wou1d 
be better were there more friends like you . 
The suffering that I see here in the hospital does not harden, but rather 
a.wakens what there may be of kindness in my heart. · 
Just one year more and we will be together again; doesn 't the future look 
bright for us? Fondly, RACHEL. 
When the old man had carefully folded the letters and re-
placed them in his note-book, he continued: '' Yes, they were 
away six years, and wb:en they came back again, prepared for 
the noblest work in life, my heart was made glad to see that 
their friendship had not changed in the least, except that it 
had strengthened just in proportion as their characters had de-
veloped. It required but a single glance to see that they were 
perfectly happy in each other. 
"For a year they remained in S--- doing just enough 
work to keep their "hands in," as the neighbors said, and at 
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the end of that time Robert received an appointment as resi-
dent physician in a large hospital in New York, with instruc-
tions to select the most competent nurse that be could find to 
take charge of a new trnining-scbnol which was connected 
with the hospital. He was conscientious when he asked Rachel 
to take charge of the work, for be knew that she was fully 
qualified for the task. 
"For twenty years they worked together, and during thi s 
time came at regular intervals to visit us in S---. These 
visits were looked forward to with eagerness by all the neigh-
borhood for both of them bad won distinction in their chosen 
work. 
"When the Mexican war broke out many of us from S--
volunteered, and as a result of the war all the old families of 
the town were broken up and new settlers came in, that is why 
no one could tell you about the Forrests and Armitages. 
"Robert oflered his services to bis country, and gave valua-
ble medical aid to the sick and wounded. While stationed in 
New Orleans be contracted yellow fever which proved fatal, and 
I was detailed to take bis body home. 
" After the war I settled in St. Louis, and did not come east 
again until I received a telegram four years after, announcing 
the death of Rachel Armitage; who, after Robert's death, bad 
continued at her post of duty in the training-school. I came 
home simply to have her body buried beside Robert, and as I 
stood there on that calm summer afternoon, and beard the 
clods falling upon the casket which contained alJ that the earth 
could claim of this noble woman-" And here the old man 
broke down completely. I waited several minutes, thinking 
that he would resume his talk, but finding that he bad for-
gotten that I was present, I did not have the heart _to disturb 
him for some time. 
When he had become composed, and seemed to be musing 
on what he had just told me, I said, "Mr. Forrest, why did 
they never marry?" "Ah! that is jpst what I asked him 
once, and the answer was simply this, ' Our lives have been 
given up to service; neither of us can assume the responsibili-
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ties of family life and .still give the world the service that we 
believe ourselves best fitted for. I love Rachel as truly as ever · 
man loved woman, and I know she loves me ten thousand 
times better than I ~eserve, and we are perfectly happy in this 
love.'" For a moment Mr. Forrest hesitated, and then turning 
to me he said, " My son, that was the only perfectly unselfish 
love I have ever seen." 
-~-
BASE-BALL, Early last fall we began to look around to see 
what base-ball players were in College, and to try 
to determine what were the prospects for a successful season 
in '98. We found that a number of our best '97 players had · 
returned, and that there was a lot of good timber among the 
new men. The more_ we watched the practice in the early 
lilpring the brighter the prospects became, and all who take any 
interest in base-ball were rejoiced, for we fully expected to 
equal our brilliant '97 record on the diamond this spring. 
"' But there's many a slip,' hath the proverb well said," and we 
have found, to our sorrow, that this is true in college athletics 
as well as in other walks of life. The only weak point seemed 
to be in the box, and that we thought would be all right in a 
short time, as we were expecting every week to hear that our 
great left-handed twirler of last season had started for College. 
He fully expected to come in the fall, but was kept at home by 
sickness, which became so prolonged that he never came at 
all. This left us with some fairly good pitchers, but they were 
men of little experience in the box, and, on that account, we 
did not wish tQ send out a team. 
But there is another reason that weighed with us in coming 
to the conclusion we did in regard to our team. At the close 
of the foot-ball season we found that instead of our games 
bringing money into our treasury, they had added right con• 
siderably to our indebtedness, and so we were hampered in 
this respect. Some of the students made a very commendable 
effort to liquidate these debts, and were helped by some mem-
bers of the Faculty. But there was not the hearty response 
from all that the cause should have inspired, and that would 
have insured success. 
While we are discussing this question we feel like speaking 
very plainly of some very great discouragements that always 
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confront those who try to do anything for athletics in the . Col-
lege. Probably the greatest of all is the apparent lack of any 
interest whatever in athletics, on the part of a majority of our 
students. Not one-half of them ever join the Athletic Asso-
ciation, and when we have a contest on our home grounds it is 
only the faithful Gideon's band who attend the game; and thus 
lend moral and :financial support to those who do battle for the 
Crimson and Blue. At all other schools of which we know 
anything, when their athletic teams play on the home grounds · 
the students turn out en masse to incite them to do their best, 
and to turn shekels into the treasury, wherewith to defray the 
legitimate expenses of the game. 
'fhen another thing that has always grieved us is that the 
authorities of the College seemingly fail to appreciate the great 
help good athletics is to any school, and consequently do not 
render the support they can so well afford to give, and can so 
illy afford to withhold. 
We might mention other drawbacks, but will save enough 
ammunition for another shot later. We hesitated to speak of 
some of these things anyway, but we know of no other means 
of reaching all to whom these words are addressed so readily 
as through the MESSENGER. But then the editor would be 
willing to be blamed for "speaking out in meetin' ," if the 
result would be a determination on the part of all at the Col-
lege that never again shall the opportunity be. given for any 
one to speak in the same vein. 
It is too late to do anything for this season, but it is not too 
eariy to begin to work for next. Let us have a strong, healthy, 
deep-rooted College spirit. Let us make a '·' long pull, a strong 
p9ll, and a pull altogether," and never again shall we find our-
selves without representatives on the gridiron or on the dia-
mond, and the Crimson and Blue will again wave triumphantly 
over many a hard-fought :field. 
OUR DUTY · We hoped up to the very last that eome way 
· might be found by which war with Spain could 
be averted, but such was not to be. War is now upon us and 
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our duty can not be in doubt. Let us present a solid front to 
the enemy, and it will not be long before the temple of Janus 
will again be closed. What we do, let us do quickly; every 
interest demands that we endeavor to bring the war to a speedy 
end. There can be no doubt of the ultimate success of our 
arms, and we can see no reason why the war should be a pro-
longed one. 
In times of peace we have our party differences and sectional 
animosities; but now when a foreign foe confronts us it is our 
duty to lay aside all of these disagreements and prejudices, to 
bury all jealousies, and to stand shoulder to shoulder in de-
fence of our common flag. In political matters we are wbol1y 
at variance with Mr. McKinley, but we have found ourselves 
in hearty sympathy with him in his Cuban policy, and we have 
rejoiced to see with what unanimity Congress has supported 
him in most of his recommendations. 
It will be an inspiring sight to see the troops from the North 
and those from the South marching side by side commanded 
by the gallant Fitz Lee, as now seems to be probable. But 
under whatever generals our men are to fight we are sure that 
those from all sections will be found to be intrepid heroes, 
looking the danger in the face with unshaken constancy, and 
opposing the enemy with invincible fortitude. 
PHILOLOGIAN The day after the March MESSENGER came out 
DEBATE. the editor-in-chief found himself in a regular 
hornets nest. Every Philologian he met was ready to go at his 
throat because such a short notice had been given to their pub-
lic debate, while two pages had been assigned to that of the 
Mu Sigma Rho. We think it proper to explain how this was. 
The Philologian debate came on the same day we went to 
press and we wrote an announcement of it in the future tense; 
but the printer, through mistaken kindness, changed it to the 
past. In the proof we changed it back, but still the printer 
would have it in the past. We are very sorry it should have 
occurred this way, but hope thi s explanation will be satisfactory. 
The Annual Contest for the Joint Orator's medal of the Mu 
Sigma Rho and Philologian Literary Societies was held in the 
College chapel on the evening of Friday, April 15th. The con-
testants and subjects were as follows: 
Edward T. Poulson . . . . . . Thomas Jefferson. 
George P. Bagby. . . Virginia and Virginians. 
0. L. Owens.. . . The Women of the South. 
J. D. Gwaltney . . The Confederate Flag. 
Wm. Smith. . . . A Plea for Cuba. 
K. W. Cawthon . . The Union of the States. 
The winner in this annual contest not only receives a hand-
some $25 gold medal, but has the privilege of representing 
Richmond College in the Inter-Collegiate Oratorical Contest of 
Virginia. The contest was decided by a committee of judges 
consisting of Gov. J. Hoge Tyler, J. Allison Hodges, M. D., 
and the Rev. Drs. J. Wm . Jones, W. A. Barr, and Donald 
Guthrie. They awarded the medal to Mr. George P. Bagby, 
and their announcement was received with almost universal 
applause. 
This is Mr. Bagby's first year at Richmond College, and he 
was introduced to his audience as youthful, learned, and elo. 
quent. He came here from Baltimore, but is a native of King 
and Queen county, Virginia, his father being the Rev. Dr. Al-
fred Bagby of this city. 
The Inter-Collegiate Oratorical Contest of Virginia is to 
take place in the College chapel on the evening of the 6th of 
May. The committee is making extensive preparations, not 
only for the contest, but also for a reception to be held immed-
iately after it, and it is expected that this will be one of the 
most notable affairs of the kind ever held at Richmond College. 
The Public Debate of the Philologian Literary Society was 
held as announced in our last issue, on the evening of March 
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18th. It was followed by a reception that was one of the most 
splendid of the various receptions ever tendered at the College. 
It was held in the Jeter Memorial Hall, which easily accommo 
dated the members of the Philologian and Mu Sigm_a Rho So-
cieties, the Faculty and most of the student body with their 
lady friends, and a number of other guests. A large number 
of the ladies and gentlemen were in evening dress, and the 
whole affair was a ban ton success. 
The pleasure it afforded every one present was largely due 
to the labors of the committee, Messrs. W. L. Prince, W. F. 
Rudd, and R. 0. Norris. · Their plans were delightfully carried 
out by the ladies who received: Mrs. Boatwright, and Misses 
Sydnor, Irene and Daisy Winston, Emma Harris, Ryland, 
Griffin, Cowardin, Myrtle Lynn; and by those who served re-
freshments: Miss Van Buren, and a host of charming lassies. 
The matter, photographs, and sketches for the Annual are 
now all in the hands of the printer, and we are assured that by 
the 30th of May, the '98 Spider will be out. 
It will contain many historic notes of great interest to every 
true friend of the College, accounts of the various organizations 
and clubs, and with the jolly jokes which we doubt not will 
light up its pages, will at least compare favorably with that of 
last year, and in the expectation of the editors, surpass it in 
very many respects. The Alumni department, under the en-
ergetic management of Mr. Evan R. Chesterman, will be es-
pecially attractive. It will contain photographs, with brief 
sketches of the lives of many of the distinguished alumni of 
our institution. 
The annual excursion of the Geographical and Historical 
Society was given to Yorktown on Thursday the 14th inst. 
The weather was very inclement, and kept back many who 
otherwise would have gone. After going by Southern Rail-
way to West Point, the party was joined by a large number 
from the male and female academies of that place, including 
Professor Broaddus and the Rev . R. H. Bowden, an alumnu11 
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of this College. The steamer Plymouth was awaiting the 
party at West Point, and two hours after she was boarded 
reached Yorktown. 
The e:x;cursionists spread rapidly through the sleepy little 
town, ferreting out every place of interest. The noble monu-
ment was visited by all, while many went to Governor N el-
son's home and Temple Farm. Governor Nelson was the first 
to direct his cannon against Yorktown, and feeling assured 
that his fine house bad been occupied by prominent British 
officials, he offered bis cannoneers $25 for every ball they 
would put in it. Some of the shells are yet to be seen in the 
old home, which still bears witness of its former splendor. 
The breast-works, chiefly of the civil war, which surround 
the town, were viewed with interest. 
From Yorktown the Plymouth steamed to the mouth of 
York River, giving a fine view of Chesapeake Bay, and then 
returning landed at Gloucester Point, which the fierce Tarle-
ton held in vain for Lord Cornwallis. 
Thence the party returned to West Point and by train home. 
Among the pleasing features of the trip was a charming 
address by Judge Farrar, or, as he is ordinarily known," John-
nie Reb." 
Especial thanks must be given to Captain C. W. Westbury, 
the efficient and generous agent of the Southern Railway, for 
his extreme kindness and skill in arranging all the details for 
the comfort and pleasure of the excursionists. 
Friday, May 6th, has been fixed upon as Field-Day. Just 
two weeks remain for the preparations on the part of the com~ 
mittee of arrangements and the contestants. The committee 
has already accomplished most of its work, for, with the excep-
tion of several details, the arrangements for the day are already 
made. 
Friday, April 1st, being the regular night for the election of 
officers of the Mu Sigma Rho Society, after a somewhat heated 
contest, the following were chosen: President, R. L. Williams; 
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Vice-President, G. T. Lumpkin; Censor, L.B. Lloyd; Record-
ing Secretary, J. D. Mitchell; Corresponding Secretary, W. 0. 
Pulliam; Treasurer, B. Lankford; Final President, W. B. 
Daughtry. 
Our fellow-student, Mr. C. K. Hening, who met with the 
unfortunate accident of breaking a limb on the 9th inst. is still 
confined at the Virginia Hospital. The doctor reports that he 
is improving and doing in every respect as well as could be ex-
pected, as his recovery is necessarily slow. 
At the first regular meeting this month the . Philologian So-
ciety elected officers for the ensuing term. A great deal of 
interest was manifested in some of the contests. The follow-
ing were elected: President, George W. Clarke; Vice-Pres-
ident, Robert W. Neathery; Censor, J. W. Cammack; Record-
ing Secretary, Robert 0. Norris; Treasurer, Goodwin Frazer. 
William L. Prince, of Sussex, was elected Final President. 
Mr. Byron W. King, the well-known elocutionist and ora-
·tor, paid us a visit one morning this month and conducted the 
exercises in the chapel for us. He was heard with much 
pleasure. 
A BroRen Dream. 
ToJ. R. S. 
Way out in our mountain region 
From the quaint old county of Giles 
Came a youth, so runs the legend, 
With his bright face wreathed in smiles. 
He came to our world renowned College 
To toil for honor and fame, 
He possessed a store of knowledge 
Of the county from which he came. 
At school he labored earnestly 
And had nearly reached his goal 
When a maiden chanced coquettishly 
To win him, heart and soul. 
COLLEGIANA. 
Like all the boys from his county 
Who to the " Big City " did stray, 
He thought he possessed a bounty 
Of beauty, and all young hearts could slay. 
So with this bright-eyed maid divine 
He in the summer fragrance roamed, 
To old historic Seven Pines 
Amid heroic soldiers' tombs. 
But here his patriotic queen, 
So hard on the Federal foe, 
Saw gallantly strolling o'er the green 
A dear old Southern hero. 
One arm he had, a wooden leg, 
And one eye that he cast upon her, 
But the " Rebel lass" care never a peg, 
For he was the soul of honor. 
Not e'en a farewell word she said 
To the handsome youth she'd flattered, 
But her heart at the Hero's shrine she laid, 
And the youth's fond dream was shattered. 
Now can the Giles boys think the same 
When they read in this sad story 
How all their beauty, wealth, and fame, 
Could not compete with a Hero's glory ? 
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our Professors. 
Who steers the ship at R. C. V., 
A college known from sea to sea, 
And steers it too right skilfully ? 
Boaty. 
Who tells us oft of heat and light, 
And of the stars that shine by night, 
And how to rule the world aright ? 
Tricky. 
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Who loves Miss Anna Lytical, 
And thinks it very critical, 
To be some less susceptible? 
Whiskers. 
Who gives us rocks their names to find, 
To classify and name the kind, 
From the Blue Ridge to Palestine? 
Rufe. 
Who show us how to think aright, 
And makes our Phil. a great delight, 
But acts the monkey " Out of Sight?" 
Tommy. 
Who loves to Parley-vous so much; 
And glories in his teaching Dutch, 
And hates to see a trans so much? 
Woodsy. 
Who is the greatest man in school, 
To assign lessons by the rule, 
That man can endure as the mule? 
Mitch. 
Who says, "Now gentlemen, get the new 
For no other edition'll do," 
E'en though the old' s better of the two ? 
Polly. 
Who loves i\.voo, i\.vezs, i\.vez, 
And if he can will make you try 
To love the Greek too, by and by? 
Kelly. 
Who gives to each a pet nickname, 
But love them dearly all the same, 
And would defamers badly lame? 
The Students. 
[The writer of these lines wishes it to be stated that they 
were suggested to him by some verses read some years ago, 
about the professors in another school. He has no copy of 
those verses and cannot say how closely he may have followed 
them, and for fear that in some places they may be very much 
alike he desires this explanation to be made.-EDs.] 
It is no little degree of pleasure we receive in reviewing the 
condition of athletics in our College at the present time. To 
those of us who have watched carefully the steady growth in 
all the departments of this division of college life, it is indeed 
gratifying to know that one has not :flourished to the detriment 
of another, but that each is making steady progress to a more 
stable existence. 
We fully realize that foot-ball and base-ball are the most 
popular sports in the athletic world, but if these alone consti-
tuted college athletics the field' would be narrow indeed. 
GYMNASIUM. 
Our gymnasium has been equipped with modern apparatus, 
and as a result, the per cent. of attendance at the class drill 
has been materially increased. 
TENNIS. 
' All honor is due to the indefatigable energy of a few stu-
dents who have succeeded in perfecting the organization of a 
Tennis Association. Tennis has always taken a :first rank in 
athletics in the College, but never has the interest grown more 
rapidly than it has this year, and we attribute this unprece-
dented succe!!s to its systematic management. 
BASKET-BALL. 
Our basket-ball team this year was the best the College has 
yet been able to organize. They gave us the privilege of wit-
nessing a number of interesting contests with visiting teams 
and played altogether a successful season. 
BASE-BALL. 
Why did you not have a base-ball team this year? This 
question has been asked repeatedly by friends of the College, 
and for the benefit of all interested I will attempt an explana-
tion. We have more men in College this year who can play 
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good ball than for years past, but 'owing to the fact that among 
this great and goodly number not one was able to twirl the 
sphere in a manner satisfactory to maintain the brilliant record 
we have made, we decided to give the material a thorough 
dressing for next year and not lower our standard by placing a 
weak battery in the field. 
We have two well-organized and thoroughly-equipped teams 
which play upon the campus. From these teams the best 
players are selected, and we meet a few visiting teams, but no 
regular schedule is arranged. Our two teams, " The Irish-
men" and "Invincibles" are under the captainship of Mr. W. 
S·. McNeill and A. Paul Bagby. The ability of these two gen-
tlemen -in training base-ball teams i~ thoroughly recognized by 
the students, and we predict that the full benefit derived from 
this great work will be man-ifest only to the best advantage 
when we organize next year. 
TIELD-DAY. 
The all-absorbing topic now is Field-Day, which will be May 
6th. The Feild-Day Committee has been very earnestly en-
gaged in preparing a programme of interesting events,and the en. 
tries in each have been unusually large. Many new and doubtless 
highly interesting features have been introduced, and all look 
forward with delight to this occasion. One of the most excit-
ing events will be the bicycle tournament. This is the first 
time we have ever had it, and it promises to be one of the clos-
est of all the contests. There are some half dozen young 
knights of the "bike," each anxious that his girl shall be 
crowned queen and receive the handsome bunch of roses to be 
given to the winner. Each rider will wear the colors of the 
young lady for whom he rides. 
Our limited space forbids us giving a full list of events, but 
we are sure the day will be enjoyed by all present. A grand-
stand will be erected upon the campus which will add much to 
the comfort of our visiting friends. Promising you a full ac-
count of Field Day in the next issue I declare the game :fin-
ished. Score --- R. L. WILLIAMS, 
On Saturday evening, April 9th, was held the annual busi-
ness meeting of the Association. This is always one of the 
most interesting meetings of the session, as we then hear the 
reports of the various officers and committees and thereby 
gain a clearer idea of the work of the year. 
President J. E. Johnson read a very interesting and inspir-
ing report of the past year's work. He told us of many ways in 
which the work of the Association has been advanced and be-
come more effective than ever before. Mr. Johnson has made 
a most faithful and efficient officer, untiring in his efforts to 
promote Christian work in the College. 
Next we heard with pleasure the reports of the vadous com-
mittees; many of the reports showed marked progress in the 
departments they presented. We wish to mention especially 
the increased interest in Bible and Mission study, shown both 
by an increased number engaged in the studies and by the in-
crease in the average attendance. Then too the reports from 
the various mission stations were very cheering. We com-
mend the fidelity of the committees of the past year to those 
who are to take up the work for the ensuing year. 
Next came the election of officers for the next term. Fol-
lowing is the result: President, Arthur J. Hall; Vice-Presi-
dent, George T. Lumpkin; Recording Secretary, Thomas E. 
Spencer; Corresponding Secretary, James W. Durham ; Treas-
urer, ]'red. W. Moore. 
We were glad to have Mr. S. K. McKee, the General Sec-
retary of the city association, with us on that occasion. 
The Southern Students' Conference will be held at Asheville 
this summer instead of at Knoxville as heretofore. Let us all 
work together to secure a good delegation. Richmond Col-
lege should have at least six good men at this meeting, and 
President Hall and his committee are working to that end. 
Let all of us,,do our ,part .. 
To read and criticise the magazines which come to the Ex-
change Department of the MESSENGER is truly a task to be en-
vied, because it brings one in contact with the students of the 
various institutions, gives him a peep int.o their thoughts and 
feelings, and thus makes him more cosmopolitan. 
But while the novelty and pleasure of the task thus attracts~ 
it brings with it a burden of labor and care. And in entering 
upon his new duty, the Exchange Editor wishes to say that his 
chief desire is to be fair. To be fair, we must be candid, and, 
while it will always give us pleasure to add a word of deserved 
praise, we shall not hesitate, if candor demands it, to dip our 
pen into the "red ink" of harsh criticism. 
The :first exchange which claims our attention is the Emory 
Phu:nix. Thie being the "Class Three" number, it is full of 
good matter of the type we would expect. " Princeton Uni-
vereity " is quite interesting on account of the light which it 
throws upon Princeton life as it is and not as it is described in 
catalogues, etc. An editorial on " The War Craze " is strong 
and clear, but we think, a little unfair to the newspapers. We 
commend to the thought of the editor an article in the April 
Review of Reviews upon that subject. As time has shown this 
editorial is quite short-sighted, a very common but none the 
less grievous fault with all of us. 
In the Vidette, a quarterly of Newport News Military Acad-
emy, "Corporations and Millionaires as seen by a Pauper," is 
worthy of notice and careful thought. 
The next we note is the Vanderbilt Observer, attractive in ap-
pearance and very interesting on account of the variety and 
' fi" quality 0£ its contents. Under the head " Whe~t and Cha 
we :find some strong articles. The Kentucky Legi.EJl?,ture comes 
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in for a share of bitter criticism. Truly, great bas been the 
decline of this department of our government since the days 
when Henry was a candidate for election to our State Legisla-
ture, and the unknown Randolph served in Congress. This, 
we think, is an argument in favor of a change in the method 
prescrib~d by our fathers for the election of Senators. 
'' Hark to the song that nature gives, 
The hackneyed mood and phrase heed ne'er, 
In every soul of man there lives 
Some word of truth the world should hear. 
Give to our world some cheery word 
From thy glad heart of happy youth, 
Give us thy soul's sweet song unheard, 
The whisper of eternal truth." 
We clip the above from a poem, "Ad J.uvenes Poetas," in 
the University of Virginia Magazine. The March issue of this 
journal is very attractive in appearance and interesting in con-
tents. "A Moonshine Raid" is the only poor piece in it. 
So far as we can see, it has neither plot nor point. It should 
have found the waste-basket. 
"The Grape-vine Swing," in the University of 1 ennessee 
Magazine, we like. It is true to life, well told and quite pa-
thetic. "A Sheet of Paper," tells quite well the power of the 
pen. We are sorry to say its editorials are not up to the stand-
ard set by the literary department. 
Next comes a " Woman's Number" of the Illini. Right 
well does it fulfill its mission, "to show what the women 
can do." 
In the Georgian, from the University of Georgia, we find an 
entertaining magazine. In the April issue we note " My Child-
hood Faith," a sweet poem and true to life. " Milton," an es-
say, is a compact and well-written article. We would like to 
see more of this class of literature in our magazines. Almost 
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any one can put together clippings froID; encyclopredias and in-
terest us by giving information, but to delineate character and 
work out the ruling influences of a man's life is the task of an 
artist, and should be the aspiration of each student. 
Notwithstanding the rather prosy appearance of the George-
town College Journal, we find in it one of the best magazines 
that come to our desk. "March," a poem, is appropriate. 
"Armand Cardinal Due De Richelieu," ~eems well written, 
and " Georgetown of Last Century" strikes into a vein well 
worthy our examination: the gain of numbers and renown at 
the loss of thoroughness, which characterises nearly all our 
schools. 
The Mercerian contains some good articles, · but the fiction is 
poor. Fiction is an essential part of an up-to-date and inter-
esting magazine, but poor fiction is surpassed in utter worth-
lessness only by poor poetry. 
To criticise the Hampden-Sidney Magazine either favorably or 
adversely would perhaps be useless, considering all the good 
things that are continually being said about it. It is a credit 
to the institution. "The Grave of Love" we think excellent. 
"An Evening with Franklin," in the College of Charleston 
Magazine, is quite original. The author gives "Poor Richard" 
some good hits, but certainly he must have meant his syllo-
gism about " all that glitters is not gold" as a joke. 
"The man who refuses to subscribe for his college paper 
and then reads it over the shoulders of a fellow-student is short 
enough to tie his shoe-strings to his necktie."-Ex. 
Meet the-requirem.eiits : 
of the connois£our 
Turkish MixtureTI_ PS CORK 
TIC A"erlCAN Toueoo ··eol'IIUT 
' MANUF"ACTURCR,;, ' 
Tbe Best-Made Clothing, The Best-Wearing Clothing, 
The Best-Fitting Clothing, 
at THE LOWEST PRICES at
Burk's Clothing House 
Being Manufacturers, we save all intermediate 
or Jobbers' Profits. It's worth saving, too. We 
would be pleased to show you through our 
stock. We know it will please you. TRY US. 
Burk's ClotMng House, Clot~iers, Hatters, f umis~ers, 
1008 EAST MAIN STREET. 
S. H. PLASSMAN, 
Grocer and Produce Merchant, 
OOR. BROAD and HANCOCK STS., 
FIRST-CLASS MEATS of all kinds, FISH and OYSTERS, POULTRY 
BUITER and EGGS, CANNED and BOTTLED GOODS , 
and FRESH VEGETABLES of every variety. 
TAYLOR & BROWN, 
-DEALERS IN-
LADIES' and GENTS' FINE SHOES, 
918 EAST MAIN STREET. 
OUR CALF SHOES AT $3 A SPECIALTY. 
J. A. :M:ORRIS, 
JUNUF.A.CTURER OJ' 
FZN'E ::i::o:m-oB.EAJ.\!C AND ZOE&. 
SODA AND :&iINERAL WATERS, CIGARS, TOBACCO, &c. 
525 E. BROAD STREET, 
'Phone 4.99. RICHM.Ol"WD, TA.. 
Dyeing, Scouring and Dry Cleaning. 
ALL IUNDS OF LADIES' AND GENTS' GOODS DYED AND CLEANED BY 
CA.:RL SCE:U-LTZ , 
307 WEST BROAD STREET. 
NOT FAR FROH COLL:SGJt. 
NEAREST APOTHECARY TO RICHMOND COLLEGE. TEN PER CENT. GIVEN TO STUDENTS. 
DRUGGISTS' SUNDRIES, SMOKING AND CHEWING TOBACCOS, 
STATIONERY AND FINE CONFECTIONERIES. 
AGENTS FOR PRESCRIPTIONS A SPECIALTY, 
OHELF'S CELERY OA.FFEIN COM.POUND, 
SURE CURE FOR HEADACHE AND NEURALGIA, 
Price, IO, 25, and 150 Cent& a Hottle. 
CALL TO SEE US, 
CHELF a co., t06 and t08 If. Pine St., between Grace and Frankltn Sts. 
Woman's Exchange. 
It may be a convenience to visitors to know the Richmond Exchange for 
Woman's Work (Third street, corner Franklin) is prepared to take orders 
for Home-Made Cakes, Breads, and everything made by good house -
keepers. Elaborate or simple Suppers , Dinners, and Luncheons can be 
furnished on short notice. The most beautiful Fancy Work always for sale. 
Sewing of every description done. Gentlemen's Clothing neatly repaired . 
R. J. SLAUGHTER, 
801 and. aoo -vv-. Broad. S"tree"t. 
F ine Livery, Carriages for Entertainments 
and Marriages. Awnings fur-
nished tor Marriages. 
HORSES A.ND BUGGIES A. SPECIALTY. 
W. D.ILLlE SUTRERLAKD, 
Fine Livery. Stables, 7 8"d ,E~;T~~~-~TH &T.
CARRIAGES, CABS, BUGGIES , PASSENGER WAGONS 
and BAGGAGE TRANSFER. 
Old 'Phone 48. } W h C ll B , F . d New 'Phone 24. e are t e o ege oys nen ·==== 
H W ,..QESTA 111 E. Main Strut, • • e .Ill.. ' ... RICHMOND, VA. 
Batablf•l\n f 878, 
M1,ar1at1,1r Df ra e IH-Ure11. rroit 11ter-fc11, 
Fancy Cakes, Confectioneries, Bread, Pastry, W eddioi Supplies, 
WHOLESALE AND RETAIL. 
JOHN 0. TAYLOR, 
G-E,OCEE, 
1418 MA.IN STREET, 
BIOBMON~1 VIRGINIA. 
£8TADI.I8H£D I856. 
London and Liverpool~ 
~Clothing Compan 
HARRY MARKS, Proprietor, H~Wi~t':~itc 
CLOTHING, HATS, FURNISHINGS 
1403 East Main Street, RICHMOND, VA. 
TEN PER CENT. DISCOUNT TO STUDENTS. 
ELLYSON, LADD & CO., 
-DEAL E RS IN-
COAL,WOODand COKE 
1710 E. Broad St., RICHMOND, VA. I 
---'Phone Io96.---
College Representative, KENON HENING, Room 25, College, 
ORGANIZED 1832. 
VIRGINIA FIRE AND MARINE I SURANCE COMPANY 
OF RICF.I:M:OND. 
Iuue • a 1hort , comprehensive policy. free of petty restrictions, and liberal in it• term• an 
conditions . Agents in every town and county, Correspondence •olitlted. 
WM. H . PALMER, President. WM. H. McCARTHY, Secreta,y. 
M. E. CATES, Owner. D. I. CATES, Manater, 
RICHMOND SHOE-REPAIRING COMP.ANY, 
Ne. 202 N. FIFTH STREET, RICHMOND, YA . 
..-BEST EQUIPPED CONCERN IN THE SOUTH.-& 
Fine Shoes neatly and promptly repaired by Hand or Machine. 
Goods Sent for and Delivered Free of Charge, 
WM. 0 SCHMIDT, Soda, Mineral Waters, 
(Succ ... or to SCOTT & HINDS) and all Hot Drinks, 
FINE CANDIES, ICE- CREAM, ICES, and FANCY PASTRIES, 
TOBACCO, CIGARS, ETC. 
427 EAST BROAD STREET, RICHMOND, VIR81NIA, 
COLLEGE DIRECTORY. 
LITERARY SOCIETIES. 
MU SIGMA RHO. 
President • • • • R. L. WILLIAMS, 
Vice-President . • G. T. LUMPKIN. 
Rec. Secretary . . J. D. MITCHELL. 
Cor. Secretary . . W. C. PULLIAM. 
Treasurer . • . B. LANKFORD . 
PHILO LOG IAN. 
President . . . • . G. W. CLARKE, 
Vice-President. R. W. NEATHERY. 
Rec. Secretary • • • R. 0 . NORRIS, 
Chaplain. . . . • • C . K. HENING . 
Treasurer ...... G. FRAZER. 
WILLIAMS LAW ASSOCIATION. 
President . •••.•••..•..••••••••.•... J. J. WOLF . 
Vice-President ..••....••••..•• E. F. STORY. 
Recording Secretary., •.••.. J. A. MooRia':. 
Treasurer • . • . . W. H. GRIFFITH. 
Sheriff, R. L. WILLIAMS 
GLEE CLUB. 
Di~e~t~r·. ·• ·• •. : • R.."E'. GAINES. 
President ••••. J . P. SCRUGGS . 
Manager. . • B. w. MONTGOMERY. 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
. . 
Y. M. C. A. 
President . . . . ARTHUR J. HALL . 
Vice-President , • G. T. LUMPKIN, 
Rec. Secretary • . T. B. SPENCER. 
Cor. Secretary . •. J. W. DURHAM. 
Treasurer , • • • • F. W. MooRE, 
HISTORICAL AND GEOGRAPHICAL SOCIETY. 
President • • , • , . . , • . • • • • • • • , • . • • . S. C. MITCHELL, 
Vice-President. • • • • . • • . . . • • • JOHN JETER HURT. 
Secretary • • • • • , , . . • . A. C. HARLOWE. 
Treasurer •.•• ALLAN D. JONES. 
GENERAL ATHLETIC ASSOCIATION. 
President • • • • • • • . • • • • • . • • • • • • • . J. RUFUS HUNTER. 
Vice-President • • • . . • • . . . . • • . . R. L. WILLIAMS. 
Secretary . • . . . . • • • • FRED. GOCHNAUER. 
Treasurer. . • . JOHN B. KAUFMAN. 
FOOT-BALL DEP'T. 
Mi.aanager • • • • CLAUDE M. DEAN. 
aptc· 
.,, . in .... , J. W. T. MCNIEL. 
., rainer. • . WM . WERTENBAKER. 
BASE-BALL DEP'T. 
Manager . • . JOHN B. KAUFMAN. 
Captain ••... A. PAUL BAGBY, 
Trainer , , •••• -----
TENNIS CLUB. 
President • • , • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • . • • GIDDINGS E. MABRY, 
Vice-Pr,sident • • • • • • • • . • • . . JOHN JETER HURT • 
.Surelary ........ CHILTON C. PEARSON. 
Treasurer • . ROBERT s. GAll.l'fETT. 
R L PETER
~ 6 .S. SEVENTH STREET. 
1 1 g,Honse, Sign, and Decorative Painter. 
GRAINING AND POLISHING. 
All Orders Promptly Attended To. I 'Phone 10"9 IWhite E•ameling, Kalsomlnlng. Your Patronage Solicited. I • Wall Coloring and Glazing, 
8. 8, 80Wl[S, Fine boes:~;ks;~tcbels, Etc, 
305 E. BROAD STREET, RICHMOND, VA. 
J. FLOYD HUXTER, Salesman. Special attention to Students. 
@.,= • 'l'HE CHEAPES'l' S'l'ORES IN 'l'HE CI'l'Y • .~ ,,. 
THE BON,.,M~RCHE, 
405 E. Broa.d Street a.nd 19 W. Broa.d Street, 
We carry a full line of Gent's Furnishing, all of the latest and newest styles, 
at prices beyond competition. You are earnestly re-
quested to call and see for yourself. ,,. 
THS SON-MARCH&, 
405 East Broad Street. W. P. ROSE, Proprietor 
Fine Meerschaum and Briar Pi es. 
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LENJAXIN P. ASHTON, 
\ -DEALERIN-
Fancy and Staple Groceries, 
CORN, OATS AND MILL-FEED, 
TOBACCO AND CIGARS. 
604 East Marshall Street, - - Richmond, Va. 
0 HOMEIER & CLARK, 
i ARTISTS ,n~ PB~T~GRAPBERS i 
525 E. Broad Street, Richmond, Va . 
. 
HIGH-CLASS WORK AT MODERATE PRICES. 
Mas. W. S. PILCHER. BENJ. L. PURCELL, 
W. 8. PILUHER & UO., 
0O.A.L, -W-OOD A.ND COKE, 
5n W. Broad St., Richmond, Va. 
QUALITY, WEIGHT, AND PRICES GUARANTEED. 
Old 'Phone 330. 
Patronage of Richmond College 
Students Especially 
Solicited. Rew 'Phone 760. 
f! 
P. o. Box 843. : 
NEW TELEPHONE 2i6. 
J. L. HILL 
------------------,- ' -i ;' 
PRINTING COMPAN~V, 
\ 
Nos. 9, 11, 13 North Twelfth Street, '\ 
RICHMOND, - - - VIRGINIA. 
PUBLISHERS OF THE FOLLOWING 
DIRECTORIES. 
VIRGINIA. NORTH CAROLINA. 
Vir~ia State .......• $6.00 Wilminiton •••••.•.. $3.00 
Richmond . . . . • • • • • . 6.00 
Norfolk, Portsmouth &Berkley, 5.00 GEORGIA. 
Roanoke . . . . . . . . . . . 6.00 Georgia State • • . . • . . . $6.00 
Petersburg • • . . . • • . . . 8.00 Augusta • , , • • , • . • . . 6.00 
11mon1ews,Hampto11,Pb1Ebus&OldPolnt, 8.00 Savannah ••...•••.. 5.00 
WE MAKE A SPECIALTY OF 
School and College Printing 
OF ALL KINDS. 
EvERETT W ADDEY Co., 
1 1 o 5 E. Main Strt, 
WE CARRY AN EXCEPTIONALLY LARGE AND 
FASHIONABLE LINE OF CORRES-
PONDENCE PAPERS. 
• • . WE ENGRAVE , . • 
CALLING. CARDS,. ANNOUNCEMENTS, • INVITATIONS. 
EVERETT WADDEY CO., 
Publishers of 
Richmond College Annual, • • • RICHMOND, VA. 
"THE SPIDER." 
IN'l'EBCOLLEGIA'l'E BUREAU OF ACADEMIC OS'l'UME. 
COTRELL & LEONARD, 
472-478 Br-oac:lway, .Alba1'Y, N, V, 
MAKKRS OF THE 
CRPS, • G<:>lnl:NS •• R:ND • H<:><:>DS 
To the American Universities and Colleges. 
Illustrated Bulletin, samples and prices upon application. 
$MURPHY'S -•- H0TEL,ffi-
. RICHlltlOND, VA. 
Improved and Renovated. Famous for its Superb Location . 
JOHN MURPHY, Proprietor. 
Ir• ltave our own Photograph Galler11 
for Half Tone Engraving 
nos Chestnut Street, Philadelpia 
COMPARE SAMPLES AND PRICES 
Blank Book Making 
Edition Book Binding 
Law and Magazine Bindir,g. 
L. H. JENKINS, 
10 N. 12th St., 
RICHMOND, VA. 
" C. LUMSDEN & SON, 
Diamonds, Watches and Jewelry, 
WEDDING AND HOLIDAY PRESENTS. 
731 Ea.st Ma.in Street, - - Richmond, Virginia. 
DISCOUNT TO STUDENTS. 
J JACOBUS 1009 EAST MAIN STREET, RICHMOND, VA., 1 J LEADER OF LOW PRICES, 
CLOTHIER, HATTER, FURNISHER. 
Formerly "THK BosToN." Ten per cent. Discount to Students. 
CRUMP & WEST COAL COMPANY, 
'Phone 83 G al and Wood KEPT DRY DeaJen In all ilnts of O • Under Shelter. 
1719 :El. Oary &1iree1i, 
RICHMOND, VA. 
W I llt K & C THE LEADING BADGE MAKERS OF AMERICA. Official Makers for 75 College Fr1ternltl11. ng ' a~ 0,, lntroducers of Select Fraternity Statlenery. ANY ARTICLE FROM OUR HANDS IS THE BEST 
THAT CAN BE MADE. 
DESIGNS AND ESTIMATES FURNISHED FOR ALL CLASSES OF TROPHY WORK. 
Address 140-142 Woodward Ave., Detroit, Mich. 
SEND FOR:SAMPLE BOOK. 



Richmond, Frodortctsbnrg and Potomac 
RAILROAD. 
Washington, 
Baltimore, 
Phlladelphia, 
Ne-w York, 
Boston, 
-AND ALL POINTS--
NOR TH AND EAST. 
THROUGH .ALL-RAIL · 
Fast Passenger an4 .Freight Line . 
E.T. D. MYERS, C . . A. TAYLOR, 
President. Traffic Manager. 
Interesting Facts 
About RICHMOND 
• • • 
. COLLEGE. I ; 
Historical The Co1lege was founded in 1832. It was moved 
from the country to its present beautiful park in 
Richmond city in 1834. The value of grounds and buildings is 
U00,000. The value of endowment is $260,000. The endowed 
Library contains 13,000 volumes and is kept supplied with the 
newest standard books. ,. 
ID8tru ti Full corps of professors in twelve departments. 
c on. Courses leading to degrees of B. A., B. S., M. A., 
and Bachelor of Law. Thorough instruction. High standardci. 
Expenses. Tuition free to all students for the ministry. En-
dowed scholarships pay tuition for twenty-eight 
worthy students. Donation funds aid ministerial students from 
other States. The total living expenses of a student who pays all 
f~ are less than $225 for session of nine months. Table board 
costs t7.50 to tlO a month. 
Law. A flourishing school of Law offers legal training at 
small cost under the most favorable surroundings. 
Junior and Senior classes. Fees for entire session, $61 to '76. 
T ..... S . During 1896-'97 there were two hundred and 
....... emon. fifteen students. The good health of students was 
unbroken by any case of serious sickness. During the entire sedion 
there was no infraction of rules requiring- action by Faculty. Four-
teen Degrees, one hundred and sixty-three Diplomas, and two hun-
dred and ninety-six Distinctions awarded June 24, 1897, indicate 
that the session's work was faithfully done. 
NEXT SESSION BEGINS SEPTEMBER 23, 1897. 
Postal card request will bring catalogue, bulletin and full information, 
Address, 
President F. W. BOATWRIGHT, 
RICHMOND, VA, 
, . 
